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n Gold prices eased today as a firmer dollar halted the previous day's rally, while
silver held near an earlier 11-month peak, boosted by technical momentum
and perceptions it is undervalued versus gold.

n Spot gold was down 0.2 percent at $1,247.36 an ounce, off a one-week high
of $1,258.00 touched overnight. U.S. gold futures for April delivery were down
$4.90 an ounce at $1,249.40.

n "Sentiment towards precious metals, particularly towards gold and silver, has
been quite good both in the futures market and the ETF market, and that should
help build a floor underneath prices.

n Fears about China sustained gold prices at the beginning of the year, but now
that those have subsided, we're seeing other factors having a major impact:
rising inflation expectations in the U.S and possibly negative rates in Japan.
That should stimulate demand for gold.

n The dollar rose 0.1 percent against a currency basket on Wednesday, weighing
on gold, while a 2 percent drop in oil prices fed into a softer tone across
commodities.

n The weak data supported market sentiment that the Fed would find it hard to
raise U.S. interest rates this year after hiking the overnight rates in December
for the first time in nearly a decade. While futures markets imply no further
hikes until December, Fed projections imply about two more hikes before year
end.

n Gold is sensitive to rising interest rates, which lift the opportunity cost of holding
non-yielding assets. Holdings in SPDR Gold Trust, the world's largest gold-
backed exchange-traded fund, slid 7.43 tonnes to 805.03 tonnes on Tuesday,
the biggest drop in a month. Persistent outflows could undermine the rally in
gold prices.

The gold market started out higher today when stocks

opened lower, but then gave back its gains when the

US Dollar strengthened. The problem with gold at this

time is that it is not a leader. It is trading more reactive

than proactive. Until it regains its leadership qualities,

it is likely to drift like it has been doing. With the Dow

and S&P 500 Index at all-time highs, gold should be

sharply lower. However, it is being propped up by silver

prices. If I heard right, investors are buying silver and

selling gold because of the distortion in the historical

ratio. That�s not a reason to be bullish gold. So the

challenge for the gold market at this time is to prove

its worth as an investment. It needs to become a

leading market rather than a following market in order

to sustain itself.

n Gold retained sharp overnight gains today in U.S

session

n Disappointing U.S housing data dented the

dollar and supported the Fed's cautious

stance on interest rates

n Permits for future home construction hit a one

year low

n The Dollar fell 0.5 percent against a basket of

major currencies on Tuesday although it ticked

higher early today

n Report from the Commerce Department continued

the recent run of weak data
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n Crude oil prices slumped on Wednesday after Kuwait oil workers called off a
three-day strike, a key support that kept oil prices afloat after major global
producers failed to agree to a production freeze last weekend.

n West Texas Intermediate crude oil for May which expires after the market
settles on Wednesday, lost 87 cents, or 2.1%, to $40.21 a barrel. The June
contract gave up 76 cents, or 1.7%, to $41.71. June Brent crude on London�s
ICE Futures exchange fell 69 cents, or 1.6%, to $43.34 a barrel.

n Brent crude futures, the global benchmark, traded at $43.72 a barrel, 81 cents,
or 1.9 percent, above Monday's close. U.S. crude futures were up 64 cents,
or 1.6 percent, at $40.42 a barrel.

n According to Kuwait News Agency, the strike organizer Oil and Petrochemical
Industries Workers Confederation said the strike was �overwhelmingly successful�
through which participants displayed their �ability to affect the production process
which was achieved.�

n The strike reduced around 60% of the country�s daily production to around 1.1
million barrels a day. The end of the strike removes one of the key supports
that allowed prices to recover easily after the disappointing outcome of the
Doha talks.

n Earlier in the week, prices rose as the market looked past the failure of a group
of major oil producers to agree on an output freeze by focusing on supply
outages around the world.

n Apart from Kuwait, disruptions in Iraq, Nigeria, and the North Sea also curtailed
global output by around 750,000 barrels a day, roughly half the rate at which
the total world supply is estimated to be growing. With oversupply back in
focus, prices are likely to fall in the near term amid slower demand growth.

The WTI Crude Oil market rose during the day on

Tuesday, breaking above the top of the hammer that

had formed during the Monday session. It looks as if

the market is trying to get towards the $42 handle,

which was so resistive just a few sessions ago. If the

the crude market can break above there, the market

will more than likely reach towards the $44 level. If

the market can find a resistive candle between here

and $42, the market should turn things back around

and perhaps reaching towards the $40 level, and then

eventually the $38 level. Volatility will continue to be

a mainstay when it comes to this market. The market

will continue to focus on several different issues, so

at this point in time the market players believe that it

is more or less a short-term trader�s type of opportunity,

as the crude markets are trying rebalance the

expectations.

n Oil prices fell today as investor focus returned to

worries about oversupply after Kuwaiti workers

ended a three-day strike

n Industry data showed U.S crude stockpiles rose

last week, reinforcing concerns about the global

surplus

n U.S crude was down 73 cents at $40.35,

after dipping below $40

n Six supertankers have lined up at Kuwait's crude

export terminal to load oil

n The end of the strike revived the bearish mood

in investors
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n Silver is poised to enter a bull market after prices jumped to a 10-month high
and as investors pile into precious metals, with top forecasters' staying positive
on gold.

n Silver advanced as much as 3.5% to the highest level since June and traded
up 3% at $16.7065 an ounce by 7:36 am in New York. A close at that level
would mark the start of a bull market.

n Investors have been pouring cash into silver, known as the devil's metal because
of its often wild price swings. Assets in exchange-traded funds are approaching
a record and last month total holdings increased 5.3%, the biggest jump since
2010, according to data compiled by Bloomberg.

n Spot silver triggered stops once it breached the $16.30 level, prompting heavy
purchases. The dollar fell 0.2 percent against a basket of major currencies on
Tuesday. Commodity currencies rose against the U.S. dollar, drawing support
from oil prices which stabilised after a slide.

n Trading volume for silver in New York was almost triple the average for the
time of day. The gains were amplified by big orders that triggered automated
short-covering.

n Silver, which has more industrial uses than gold, has risen more than 20% this
year and is the top asset in the Bloomberg Commodity Index. The gold-silver
ratio, which measures the price of one divided by the other, fell to the lowest
level this year.

n That recent divergence in price has sparked some buying in silver, as traders
bet that the ratio between gold and silver will revert back to its average level.
It�s a phenomenon we noted in our Morning MoneyBeat column just last week.
A high gold-to-silver ratio can also be seen among investors as a warning sign
for the economy.

The silver markets broke out to the upside during the

course of the session on Wednesday, breaking above

the top of the short-term resistance. The market touched

the $17 level, and formed a massively bullish candle.

With this being the case, every time it pulls back you

would have to believe that people will be looking to

start buying again based upon value. We have no

interest in shorting this market, as the silver market

looks as if it�s ready to continue a longer-term �buy-

and-hold� type of move at this point in time. The short-

term trend remains bullish above the April 13 low of

$16.02, which is the most recent swing low and is

higher than the April 12 swing low of $15.82.  Potential

support levels dictated by the Fibonacci retracement

tool are $16.78, $16.64 and $16.49.  These levels are

derived using the April 13 low of $16.02 and yesterday�s

high of $17.25 as reference points.

n Silver futures rallied yesterday, posting their

highest finish in almost a year

n The U.S dollar-denominated metals getting a

boost from weaker greenback

n Chinese demand fears have also receded and

that has been especially helpful for silver

n Last week, hedge funds boosted their bets

on silver, pushing the net long speculative

position to a record

n Silver and gold often viewed as safety plays

climbed even as stocks world-wide and other

riskier assets advanced
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